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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a technical approach to rapid prototype
engineering ideas in the classroom. Even though a variety of educational
robotic platforms exist, it is often not trivial to get started quickly. Usually,
students have to get familiar first with programming concepts such as variables,
data types, iterations etc. For some activities, however, the focus doesn't lie on
teaching programming rather to explore and quickly prototype engineering
ideas, so dealing with native programming environments is inefficient. With
BotSpeak we aim at providing a universal robotics programming language for
cross-platform compatibility. We explain the technical details of BotSpeak and
how it enables rapid prototyping in engineering education.
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1 Introduction
Small, low-cost personal robots have found their way into K-12 classrooms in the past
two decades and are still gaining popularity [1]. They are seen as an innovative
learning tool for engineering education due to their hands-on approach, which
facilitates the application of pedagogical principles such as constructionism,
problem-based learning as well as collaborative learning [1]–[4]. Robotics seems to
unify all required skills for STEM education such as problem solving, logic
reasoning, computer science and engineering as well as team work [5]. There is a
variety of in-school educational robotics initiatives (e.g. Roberta [6]) as well as a
large number of out-of-school activities, such as summer camps, robot competitions
(e.g. RoboCupJunior1, FIRST LEGO League2, World Robot Olympiad3 etc.) for
students of all ages.
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http://www.robocup.org/robocup-junior/
http://www.firstlegoleague.org/
http://www.wroboto.org
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1.1 Educational robotics platforms
Fig.1 shows a selection of robots used in education. The list is far from complete, but
it gives a good representation of platforms students and teachers can choose from.
The most popular toolkit in K-12 education is LEGO Mindstorms (Fig. 1a). This
might be explained by its flexibility, user-friendliness, and robustness as well as the
familiarity of LEGO bricks among students and teachers. A simpler version, the
LEGO Education WeDo (Fig.1b), is used at elementary school level and for the
popular Dr. E's WeDo Challenges4. Another colorful robot used in elementary schools
is ThymioII (Fig.1c). These platforms are examples of educational robotic kits that
are shipped as complete systems, either as a fixed robot (ThymioII) or as a toolkit that
consists of all the components needed to build a robot (e.g. motors, sensors, batteries,
structural material, controller etc.) It is very difficult to incorporate non-proprietary
materials and electronics to these platforms. Embedded systems platforms offer an
alternative when more flexibility in shape and properties of a robot are required. Fig.2
shows examples of some popular products that range from simple microcontroller
boards such as Arduino Uno (Fig.2a) and Arduino Lilypad (Fig.2c) to small,
fully-featured computers running a Linux distribution, e.g. Intel Galileo (Fig.2b) and
Raspberry Pi (Fig.2d). These more flexible and open embedded systems platforms
give the user the possibility to build custom robots (e.g. Fig.1d–f), since high-quality,
commercially available sensors and actuators can be attached. It requires, however,
much expertise and effort to build robots from scratch using these products.

Fig. 1. A selection of educational robotic platforms. a) LEGO Mindstorms EV3, b) LEGO
Education WeDo, c) ThymioII, d) Boe-bot, e) an Arduino Mini robot, f ) a Raspberry Pi &
BrickPi robot.
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Fig. 2. A selection of embedded systems platforms a) Arduino Uno, b) Intel Galileo c) Arduino
Lilypad d) Raspberry Pi.

1.2

Programming educational robotic platforms

The platforms discussed in the previous section as well as the other products available
on the market vary not only in respect to their hardware properties; from a software
point of view, the variety is even greater. Each product has its own way how it is
programmed. The LEGO Mindstorms kit is shipped with a proprietary, visual
programming language (NXT-G, EV3). In addition, it can be programmed through
LabVIEW (visual data-flow language) as well as classic textual languages such as
Java and C/C++. LEGO Education WeDo has its own visual programming language,
so does ThymioII (Aseba). Even though C/C++ is a common programming language
for microcontrollers, Arduino has its custom library, Raspberry Pi is programmed
through the Linux shell, Scratch, or Python, the Intel Galileo can be programmed both
through the Arduino IDE and the Linux shell. Generally, it is not trivial to getting
started quickly with these platforms. The proprietary IDE's (integrated development
environments) often don't run on all operating systems, connecting to the Linux shell
of a RaspberryPI or Intel Galileo through SSH or Telnet requires know-how. The
variety of programming languages and IDE's can have advantages, however, in a
classroom context this inhomogeneity is difficult. Teachers and students cannot easily
switch from platform to platform, program code cannot be re-used and shared on
other platforms. Teachers tend to stick with one platform once they got used to
working with it. It's is simply too much effort to get familiar with yet another IDE and
programming language every time a new platform is introduced to the market.
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ROBOTC5, for instance, tries to address this problem and provides a C-like
programming language that compiles to a number of platforms, such as LEGO
Mindstorms, Arduino, VEX etc. The problem to share programming code among
different platforms affects not only education but also research and industry (e.g.
ROS6, Robot Raconteur7).

1.3

Maker Spaces in schools

Fig.1 and Fig.2 show a very small selection of all the educational robotic platforms
that are commercially available at reasonable price today. And the trend has not
stopped, new platforms emerge constantly. The growing do-it-yourself, or Maker
community accelerates the development of these kind of products. The Maker
philosophy turns away from pure consumption towards self-fabrication of custom,
beautiful (high-tech) products. The Maker community, therefore, uses predominantly
open-hardware products as in Fig.2, traditional workshop tools (e.g. for wood/metal
working, sewing, soldering) as well as digital fabrication machines (e.g. 3D printers,
laser cutters, CNC machines etc.) The Maker trend is growing and the number of
Maker Spaces (community spaces with digital fabrication machines, traditional
workshops, fabrication classes, etc.) is rapidly growing all over the world. To date,
maker spaces have been used mainly by tinker enthusiasts, but now innovative
educators have discovered them as possible learning spaces for STEAM (science,
technology, engineering, arts, math) education. Traditionally, schools have
established infrastructure for a number of disciplines: there is a gym for sports, a
music room for music, a laboratory for chemistry etc. However, there is often no
space for (digital) fabrication, engineering, and innovation [7]–[9].

2

Engineering activities require rapid prototyping of ideas

To improve engineering education we need suitable tools that support the right
activities. Schools use frequently LEGO Mindstorms for engineering activities,
Blockly8 and Scratch9 for programming, App Inventor10 for Android App
development etc. The aim of these educational programming applications is to lower
the barrier to learn textual programming such as Java or C/C++. The students are
getting familiar with concepts such as iterations, conditional statements, data types,
variables etc. Everyone that wants to get started with building robots or any
interactive system that controls sensors and actuators (e.g. in Maker Space activities)
has to start from a basic programming introduction. There are many cases, however,
http://www.robotc.net/
http://www.ros.org/
7 http://robotraconteur.com/
8 http://code.google.com/p/blockly/
9 http://scratch.mit.edu/
10 http://appinventor.mit.edu
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where the focus doesn't lie solely on teaching programming. Our classroom activities
often require rapid prototyping of engineering ideas. Students should be able to think
of an engineering solution for a given problem and construct a prototype quickly in
order to get immediate feedback about their idea. We often emphasize an approach
where different materials and a variety of technologies are used either at the same
time or interchanged. For instance, one group of students is working with an Arduino
board but then they want to display some data on a website. In that case it would be
easier to use a Raspberry Pi instead, because all these features are already available
on that board. Only, to switch from Arduino to Raspberry Pi (i.e. hook it up, setup the
new programming environment, learn a new programming language etc.) would take
up at least the rest of the remaining class time. Also from a teacher's perspective it is
too much effort to get familiar with all platforms and have everything up and running
for a class activity. In this example, it would have been better if the students could
have switched the platform without any effort in order to focus on their initial idea to
display data on a website.
Another example where it is useful not to have to deal with the platforms' proprietary
programming environments is for interaction design research. We are currently
developing an Android App called Jumbo11 with the aim to explore new possibilities
tablet devices have to offer for programming. It is intentionally developed as a mobile
App, which forces us to rethink visual programming. We are exploring interaction
possibilities with gestures, multi modal feedback such as sounds and vibrations, the
use of inbuilt sensors as an interaction source and are exploiting the responsiveness
and intuitiveness of mobile devices. The goal is to program a number of different
platforms with this App and in addition, provide share-ability of the programming
code. For the App development, we would like to focus on the user experience and
not on technical details how to generate code and how to deploy it to the target
platform.
These two examples show why we need to have a technical solution for
cross-platform compatibility of (visual) programming code. With BotSpeak, a
universal programming language for robotic platforms, we try to address this
problem.

3

BotSpeak – a universal programming language

The BotSpeak project originated from our need to find a solution to easily deploy
(visual) programming code to a number of different platforms. The commonly used
educational robotics platforms (Fig.1&2) have each a proprietary way how to
program, compile and upload code. It is difficult to compile and upload code natively
for each individual target platform especially from a mobile device. Our solution with
BotSpeak was not to compile code natively, rather to send it to the target platform as

11

http://www.jumboflow.org/
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Fig. 3. A BotSpeak-enabled IDE is generating BotSpeak commands that are being sent
over a communication interface (e.g. serial, USB, TCP/IP, Bluetooth). A proprietary
interpreter that is running on the target platform converts BotSpeak commands to native
code. BotSpeak is therefore a scripted language and is not being compiled natively on the
target platform.

text commands. A proprietary interpreter (provided by BotSpeak project) runs on the
target platform, receives BotSpeak commands and converts them to native code
(Fig.3). BotSpeak is therefore a scripted language and is not compiled natively on the
target platform. There are two ways the interpreter deals with BotSpeak commands.
In direct mode the received commands are executed immediately. For instance, a
SET DIO[13],1 BotSpeak command will set the digital output on channel 13
high (e.g. turn on LED). GET AI[2] will read and return an analog value from
channel 2. These commands can also be saved on the target platform's memory and
executed later. The following BotSpeak script will blink an LED on channel 13
forever with an interval of 1.2 seconds (for a LabVIEW example, see Fig.5).
SCRIPT
SET DIO[13],1
WAIT 1.2
SET DIO[13],0
WAIT 1.2
GOTO 0
ENDSCRIPT RUN

Our aim is not to support all possible features of each target platform. Standard
BotSpeak commands support the main functions a common robotic platform offers:
digital input/output, read from ADC, generate PWM, timers, etc. For target specific
functions a SYSTEM call with arguments can be sent. This requires, however, that the
system call is implemented on the target platform. The BotSpeak project is still at a
prototyping stage, and its language is still evolving. To present we have LabVIEW
and Jumbo (the Android App) enabled to generate BotSpeak commands. On the target
platform side we have interpreters for Raspberry Pi, Arduino Uno/Mini/Lilypad,
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BeagleBone black12, and ThymioII. We are currently working on supporting LEGO
Mindstorms EV3 as well (Fig.4). On the BotSpeak project website13 the newest
language definitions and platform interpreters are available. There are further video
examples that demonstrate BotSpeak (e.g. using the LabVIEW visual library to detect
a red object through a webcam and to control both a BeagleBone and an Arduino
robot with the same LabVIEW code).

Fig. 4. Each target platform speaks its own language. With BotSpeak we aim at
developing a universal language for all platforms. So far we have LabVIEW and Jumbo
(an Android App) BotSpeak-enabled. That means that the same code can be run on every
target platform.

4

Conclusion

The solution to define a common language for basic functions robotic platforms offer
and to have it interpreted on the target platform enables us to rapidly prototype ideas.
The same code can be executed on each supported platform without having to deal
with native programming interfaces. The user only needs to run the interpreter on the
target platform and establish a communication (e.g. TCP/IP, Bluetooth) and the
system is ready to be programmed. This approach, however, has also drawbacks. The
code is not compiled and deployed natively on the target platform. This would always
12
13

http://beagleboard.org/Products/BeagleBone+Black
http://botspeak.org/
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be the most efficient way to run software. To store the script on small processors like
the ones on Arduino platforms is especially difficult, due to their limited memory
storage. Every target platform has different properties, supporting all possible features
with one language is difficult. Nevertheless, for rapid prototyping in the classroom
the support of basic features is sufficient. Furthermore, a cross-compiler for every
platform is not required, only a BotSpeak interpreter. This enables the support of new
platforms without much effort.

Fig. 5. The blinking LED example programmed in LabVIEW. a) BotSpeak direkt mode.
b) BotSpeak scripting mode.
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